
10/28/88 
Dear Bud, 

Herewith what I had in my subject file under D.L.Jackson. }'his does not 
include my personal notes or an appeal I filed or the covering  letter with the 
transcript of Jackson's memorandum. It was transcribed for me inika an official .644 
office the identity of which you know but I do not want to disclose. 

I've juut skimmed these things but they contain what was not reported earlier 
and they make it clear thataackson saw Connally hit by the second bullet. 

The Chaney comments as reported by the FBI do not include what it had to know 
he had beet/ taped saying, that he saw the President hit by a shot from the front. 
Yiy recollection is that he said in the face. As I told kou, I have part of thisli
tape on a record that anyone interested can listen to. The record was made by the 
owner of the tape and it is he who gave it to me. 

Please note that although Jackson said he saw Conally hit by a second and 
separate bullet, which is what the FBI also says, it says that what he said is 
in accord with the Commission's conclusions. It knows better, knows that the 
Commission went for the single—bullet theory and claims that the second shot 
missed. On its part, the FBI has yet to admit that any bullet missed or to 
acknowledge in its own versions that ague was wounded. 

When til makes copies of these for you I'll keep a set in my office in the 
event anyone wants to discuss it with me. 

Best 

The nedeling of the FBI by the Dallas police that led to all of this so many years 
later is not in the Jackson file. I think it is under DPI), a larger file. 


